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Abstract
The stabilization mechanism of the filamentation instability for a light ion beam

(LIB) penetrating plasma is investigated. For the stabilization of the filamentation insta-
bility, an external magnetic field which is parallel to the direction of the light ion beam
propagation is applied. From a dispersion relation, linear growth rates of filamentation
instabilities are obtained in a light ion beam-plasma system with an external magnetic
field. Numerical simulations are carried out using a particle-in-cell (PIC) method. The
stabilizing mechanism of the filamentation instability is described. The theory and simu-
lation comparisons illustrate the results.

Introduction
In the investigation of the inertial confinement fusion by LIB'1"3', it is the central

problem to propagate the beam stably through the plasma. There are many investigations
of numerous instabilities in relativistic electron beam, heavy ion beam and light ion beam
propagations!3'4', Filamentation instability'5' is one of the instabilities which is deleterious
in the stable propagation of the beam through the plasma. Recently, the application of the
external magnetic field, which is induced by the rotating light ion beams'6' or generated by
using an intense laser beam'7', has been proposed for stable propagation of the beam. In
this paper, we report on numerical studies of the stabilization of filamentation instability
in a light ion beam-plasma system with an external magnetic field which is parallel to
the direction of the light ion beam propagation. We only consider the model of spatially
infinite collisionless, charge, and current neutral system with light ion beam propaga-
tion velocity V'z\> and background plasma at VZ3 of species s = e (plasma electrons)
or i (plasma ions) along BQ which is an external magnetic field in the z-direction. We
only consider electromagnetic modes with wavenumber kj_ normal to V 2i, induced elec-
tric fields 6E parallel to Vzb and induced magnetic fields 6B normal to both V-& and 6E.
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The Dispersion Relation for the Filamentation Instability
The dispersion relation for the filamentation instability has been investigated for

a beam-plasma system with external magnetic field. For a monoenergetic beam with

Maxwellian thermal spread v-pi, of transverse velocities, and a background plasma with a

Maxwellian thermal spread vTs (s=e,i), assuming that the ion beam density nj, is smaller

than the background electron density ve, the relativistic linear dispersion relation for the

filamentation instability is given by'8-9'

j=b,e,i

where

(2)

(3)

U = "( E nkek0k)/(nbebpb), u2
pj = - — ^ . (4)

77lj

In equations (1),(2),(3) and (4), / is the azimuthal harmonic number, rrij the mass,

Ej = sgn(ej), uCj = \ej\BQ/nijC , 0jC ~ VZ3 and fm is the fractional current neutral-

ization by the background plasma for a charge neutralized system. From equation (1), we

expect that the maximum growth rate of the filamentation instability is stabilized by the

external magnetic field and the. beams can propagate without triggerring the filamenta-

tion instability or with having sufficiently slow filamentation growth.

PIC Simulations

In order to simulate a filamentation instability, wre perform a numerical calculation

using an electromagnetic particle in-cell code'10' for the beam-plasma system. The code

is two-dimensional in space and velocity, respectively. The external magnetic field BQ is

in the ^-direction and the induced electric and magnetic fields are respectively indicated

by E = (0, 0, Ez) and B = (Bx, By, 0). The simulation is performed under the conditions

that the grid spacing is 0.2c/cjpe, the time step is O.lw^1, the length of simulation range

is 3.2c/upe, the number of ion beam simulation particles is 2500, the number of plasma

electron simulation particles is 7500, and the number of plasma ion simulation particles is

5000. We choose the following parameters (ensuring current neutrality); v-ri = jTb/vih =

0.001c, vTj = \JTjlm3 = 0.01c {j = e,i), Vzh = 0.1c, Vze = l/30c and VZI = 0 . As

periodic boundary conditions are used at the ends of the simulation region, the results do

not depend on the choice of the simulation range which is small in comparison with the
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Fig. 1. Energies of induced magnetic fields at the linear stage

with (a) 507(47rnemec
2)1/2 =0, (b) BH/(Airneme<?)1'2 =0.02

and (c) 5o7(47rnemec
2)1/2 =0.2.

Table 1. Maximum growth rates of the filamentation

instability 75 are the maximum growth rates by

using PIC code and qt are these by the theory.
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beam radius. The wavelength of the most unstable mode in the simulations and from the

analytic theory is smaller than the beam radius.

Induced magnetic fields for BQ/{4n7ieniec
2)1^2 —0, 0.02 and 0.2 at the early stage

are plotted in Fig. 1. In Table 1, the maximum growth rates 75, which are obtained by

using the PIC code, and 7/, which are obtained from equation (1), are shown at the

external magnetic field BQ. The maximum growth rates from the simulations are about

2 ~ 3 times more than these from the theory in Table 1. There is a discrepancy be-

tween the growth rates in the theory and simulations because the theory is in cylindrical

symmetric coordinates and simulation is in cartesian coordinates, as well as the current

neutralization is not complete in the simulations. If we take the effect of fractional current

neutralization into account, the growth rate in the theory start decrease'8' and the theory

will be consistent with the simulations. From these results, the filamentation instability

is stabilized by the external magnetic fields. If we assume the magnetic field is a result

from the beam rotation, we must treat the beam as rotating and investigate the focusing

of the rotating beam. The three dimensional PIC simulations including the effects of the

beam rotation will be reported in a future work.

Conclusion

We will discuss the results for an expected experiment, i.e. for a typical beam of

5MeV (Vb=0.1c) protons,well-pinched ion current of 0.5MA (n& = 1015cm~3) and 40nsec

beam duration r. If we apply an external magnetic field BQ=Q.2\/A-imeme(? ~ 3.5tesla

(ne=3xl015crn~3) to the beam-plasma system, the maximum growth rates of the fila-

mentation instability become 75=8.0xl0~6u;pe ~ 2.5 x 107sec~1. The largest growth will

appear at the tailend of the beam, we estimate the effect at the tailend to be the value

of 7sr. Consequently, the beams can propagate stably through the plasma by the ex-

ternal magnetic fields with a small growth rate since -ysr—0.98 which is small e-foldings.

Consequently, the filamentation instability may be stabilized by the external magnetic

field.
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